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How 3D Printing Turns Art Concepts 
into Real Scenes 

 

 

LESIGHT DESIGN is an art design company that applies 3D printing technology in the commercial field. 

Working with Raise3D Pro2 Plus printer, LESIGHT DESIGN 3D-printed all architectural models and 

artistic installations in the venue to build a scene according to the customers’ needs. 

LESIGHT DESIGN cannot use ready-made models available on the market, so they utilized Raise3D 

Pro2 Plus printer to produce custom models. They treated 3D printing as "three-dimensional sketch", 

they can print and alter the models, and they can print scaled model to present their concept to 

customers. 

LESIGHT DESIGN prefer FDM printer for its easier post-processing, producing less sewage and solid 

pollutants. It is suitable for the artistic office environment.  

 

 

Industry: Art & Design 

Company business: Design real architectural scenes 

for customers, combining multimedia to form 

experiential scenes 

Printer used: Raise3D Pro2 Plus printerx1 

Usage: Artistic model production, design verification 

User: LESIGHT DESIGN 

Additional information: LESIGHT DESIGN purchased 

Raise3D Pro2 Plus printer to produce artistic models 

 

 

Raise3D Case Study 
https://www.raise3d.com/case/how-3d-printing-turns-art-concepts-into-real-scenes 

LESIGHT DESIGN 

https://www.raise3d.com/pro2-series/
https://www.raise3d.com/pro2-series/
https://www.raise3d.com/pro2-series/
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LESIGHT DESIGN set up an innovation center (le-LAB) and purchased Raise3D Pro2 Plus printer. 

Once the design is finalized, the designer can print the model directly. Designers can quickly alter and 

fine-tune the model. The Pro2 Plus printer has a minimum layer thickness of 0.01mm. The unique 

motion control system can provide high-quality and stable printing. LESIGHT DESIGN was very 

satisfied with printing accuracy and appearance of the resulting models. 

 
 

 

⚫ Pro2 Plus printer provides the printing size of the 305 

× 305 × 605 mm, LESIGHT DESIGN can print larger 

architectural models. 

⚫ Pro2 Plus printer has a minimum layer thickness of 

0.01mm. The unique motion control system can 

provide high-quality and stable printing. It provides 

perfect printing accuracy and appearance. 

⚫ Pro2 Plus printer does not produce waste that is 

difficult to dispose of, making it ideal for an office 

environment. 

⚫ Pro2 Plus printer are user-friendly which helps to 

shorten the learning curve. The visual interface and 

easy system are suitable for designers without any 

prior printing experience. 

⚫ Rich supporting software. ideaMaker allows designer 

to fine-tune the model, even adding texture to the 

model. RaiseCloud allows designers to monitor 

printing progress anywhere. 

 
 
Do you have a great 3D printing success story and think it would be cool to be featured on www.raise3d.com, we would 
love to learn more! Write to us at inquiry@raise3d.com 
 
For more information about Raise3D printers and services, browse our website, or schedule a demo with one of our 3D 
printing experts. 
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